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Viewpoint
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Study of masses interacting via gravity challenges the idea that special initial conditions are needed
to give time a direction.
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The fundamental laws of physics, we believe, do not
depend on the direction of time. Why, then, is the future
so different from the past? The origin of this “arrow of
time” has puzzled physicists and philosophers for more
than a century, and it remains one of the fundamental
conceptual problems of modern physics [1]. Although a
preferred direction of time can occur in models of physical
systems, this typically happens only if one inserts very
special initial conditions. Julian Barbour at the Univer-
sity of Oxford and his colleagues [2] have now shown this
tinkering isn’t necessary to produce an arrow of time in
a system of masses interacting via Newtonian gravity.
They demonstrate that the evolution of this surprisingly
simple system almost always contains a unique moment
of lowest “complexity,” a point they identify as a “past”
from which two distinct (and more complex) “futures”
emerge.

The work of Barbour and his colleagues is the latest in
a long history of attempts to explain the arrow of time.
One possibility, of course, is that we don’t know the right
laws of physics—perhaps the correct fundamental laws do
determine a preferred direction of time [3]. Alternatively,
if the laws of nature do not pick out a preferred “future,”
perhaps boundary conditions do. For example, most cos-
mological models assume, explicitly or implicitly, that
the big bang was a moment of exceptionally low entropy.

Indeed, most physicists accept the view that the di-
rection of time is the same as the direction of increas-
ing entropy. But this is, at best, an incomplete pic-
ture, failing to explain why there should have been a
rare condition of low entropy in the past. More than a
century ago, Boltzmann suggested that our visible Uni-
verse might merely be a temporary, low-entropy statisti-
cal fluctuation, affecting a small portion of a much larger
equilibrium system [4]. In that case, the direction of time
would simply be the one that takes us back towards equi-
librium. But most contemporary physicists find this ex-
planation unsatisfying: a random fluctuation containing

“us” would have been far more likely to produce a single
galaxy, a planet, or just a “brain” rather than a whole
universe [5, 6]. Moreover, according to the “Loschmidt
irreversibility paradox,” if one posits such a moment of
low entropy, entropy should increase both to the future
and to the past, giving two separate arrows of time [7].
In their gravitational model, Barbour and his col-

leagues find a state of “low complexity” that is anal-
ogous to Boltzmann’s low-entropy fluctuation. But in
their case, no rare statistical fluctuation is necessary to
explain this state; instead, it arises naturally out of sim-
ple physical laws that have no explicit dependence on
the direction of time. The authors study one of the sim-
plest possible systems: a collection of N point particles
interacting through Newtonian gravity. Their only as-
sumptions are that the total energy (potential plus ki-
netic) and the total angular momentum of the system
are zero. From earlier numerical simulations and ana-
lytic analysis, it is known that in the distant future, such
a system tends to break up into weakly interacting sub-
systems—typically, pairs of masses in Keplerian orbits
[8]. Starting with such a dispersed system and running
time backwards, one might expect that it would coalesce
in the past into a state of high density. Barbour and his
coauthors show analytically that this expectation is right:
for almost every initial configuration of masses, there is
a unique moment of minimum size and maximum uni-
formity. From this point, the system expands outward,
approximately symmetrically in both directions of time
(Fig. 1). The system is therefore globally symmetric in
time, as the equations dictate, and yet has a local arrow
of time.
As a key step in their argument, the authors analyze

the evolution of the masses in “shape space,” a space of
observables that describe the shape of the system but
are independent of its size and orientation. Three bod-
ies, for instance, form a triangle, and their shape space
is the space of similar triangles. Shape space contains
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FIG. 1: Configuration of masses evolving under Newtonian
gravity. Barbour et al. show that nearly all such systems
have a moment of “lowest complexity,” which they identify as
a unique “past” from which two “futures” emerge. (APS/Alan
Stonebraker)

a natural dimensionless measure of complexity, denoted
CS , which is determined by the moment of inertia and the
total Newtonian gravitational potential. CS describes the
degree of nonuniformity and clustering; it has a minimum
at the moment of minimum size and grows approximately
monotonically from that minimum in both directions of
time. Barbour and his colleagues provide a fairly simple
and intuitive explanation for this behavior by showing
that the dynamics of the N -body system in shape space
has an effective friction term, which provides a sort of dis-
sipation even though the underlying equations of motion
are symmetric in time.

The idea of time proceeding in two directions, towards
two futures, from a moment of minimum complexity is
not itself new. It has appeared, for example, in cosmo-
logical models of eternal inflation [9]. But the emergence
of this behavior in a system as simple as the one Bar-
bour and his colleagues consider is unexpected. The con-
straints of vanishing energy and angular momentum were
based on a Machian philosophical view; namely, that only
relational observables should be relevant to physics. But
these choices also appear to match our Universe; vanish-
ing energy, for instance, is an indication of spatial flat-
ness. It is worth emphasizing, however, that the model
in this paper is Newtonian—it is not yet clear whether
it can be extended to a more realistic general relativistic
description of gravity, though the authors suggest this
might be possible by using shape dynamics [10], a modi-
fied scale-invariant form of general relativity.

Have Barbour and his colleagues solved the problem
of the arrow of time? Probably not yet. We’re still left
with the mystery that the arrows of time we see in dif-
ferent physical phenomena all point in the same direc-
tion. Electromagnetic waves are retarded, not advanced;
radioactive nuclei decay, they don’t reassemble; gravitat-
ing systems clump, they don’t disperse; we remember the
past, not the future. A good deal of work would be re-
quired to show that these disparate arrows all match the
direction determined from a purely gravitational model.
Nevertheless, the results of Barbour and his colleagues

provide an intriguing new viewpoint. Standard ap-
proaches to the arrow of time typically require a rare
statistical fluctuation, or, often, the smuggling in of as-
sumptions about initial conditions. Their work offers ev-
idence that ordinary gravitational dynamics may itself
be enough to produce the simple “initial” point that can
give time a direction.
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